Industry: Oil and Gas
Size: 130 Tb
Users: 20,000, 44,000 archives
Geography: North America

This leading North American
oil and energy company had already migrated
their user population from on-premise Exchange to Office 365. The
organization wanted to migrate Enterprise Vault archive data for both
their active and their terminated employees.

Challenges
Avoid imminent Enterprise
Vault support / licensing
renewal due to cost.

Could not conduct this
migration in-house due to
complexity and timeframe.

More than 50% of the data
to be migrated was from
terminated employees.
Data required to be
kept for eDiscovery and
compliance purposes.

Solution Deployed & Why
Cloudficient provided a no-cost / no commitment proof of concept to validate the entire
migration workflow prior to purchasing the
solution. After the POC and execution of paperwork, EVComplete was used to automate the
processes and resolve the customer challenges. Due to the customer having an Azure-based
architecture, zero on-premise infrastructure
was required. Solution deployment and project
initiation were performed quickly.
Using EVComplete cloud native technology Cloudficient was able to easily and quickly

scale to meet the migration timelines and avoid
the need to renew Enterprise Vault licensing.
The project had sustained speeds of between
4 and 7 Tb per day. The workflow orchestration
engine in EVComplete allowed for the creation
of separate workflows for different groups of
users, including the terminated employees.
The entire project was completed from initial
discussions, to signed paperwork, to project
execution and to project completion within a
single fiscal quarter.

If you’d like to find out more about using
EVComplete in your project, reach out to us.

Click Here
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ALWAYS DO A POC,
ALWAYS!
Why not test our technology with a
proof of concept? It will be with your
users, in your environment with your
data.
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Cloudficient cloud migration services orchestrates these transitions, handling complex enterprise transformation scenarios as a business
process, end to end with cloud native technology.
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With cloud platforms handling a majority of infrastructure needs, a growing focus is managing
the movement of business data throughout the
enterprise lifecycle. This includes everything
from cloud onboarding, compliance migrations,
or expiring legacy data, to restructuring events
like mergers and acquisitions.  
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No cost, no commitment, no problem!

Don’t Let Cloud
Archive Migration &
Mgmt. Fees
Steal Your Budget!
Get Help!

